
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ESSAY CONCLUSION

This paper will discuss the concept of corporate social responsibility. . It can be concluded that Social corporate
responsibility and the maintenance of high.

Thousands die of hunger every year, while rich corporations blow millions on fancy holidays for their
executives. Corporate social responsibility implementation: Comparison of large not-for-profit and for-profit
companies. The overall creativity of the company employees is improved because the working environment is
made conducive. In this sense it is important to draw This is not limited to financial aid but also includes the
provision of services and free products to communities. In fact it is a hard question for all the people who
involved in doing business. The prestigious prize is reserved for people who realized their mandate in the
society is far much higher than personal profits. The multi-corporations could definitely live with the loss
incurred but would rather avoid that by firing a number of their workers. Werther, William and Chandler,
David. Most of these humanitarian organizations argue that the protection of the environment should be the
key concern of any corporation. It means the duty of an organization towards society in order to prove itself It
is now socially accepted that corporations have some ongoing responsibility, though sometimes ignored, to set
a good example, make decisions based on social good and on It is also unethical for companies to engage in
environmentally degrading practices that result in illnesses and loss of life. Interestingly, this does not mean
that multi-national corporations are necessarily suffering. It is also becoming progressively clear that
organizations can contribute to their individual wealth and to overall community wealth by taking into account
the effect they have on the entire globe when making decisions Anderson 5. Excellent executives are aware
that their long-term prosperity is founded on sustained good associations with a broad range of persons,
groups, and organizations. Individual and Corporate Social Responsibility. A critical analysis of this reporting
practice suggests that the Warehouse is not truly responsible socially and environmentally but more a public
relation exercise It would obey his professional standard if he did not publish the result. The first factor is
population. Provision of Free Products and Services Giant hospitals globally have been known to facilitate
free medical camps and are a primary center of attention when coming up with an essay about responsibility.
Corporate social responsibility initiatives A stakeholder model for aligning competing values in West Africa.
Apple is not the only corporation taking socially responsible decisions in its business practices. Corporate
social responsibility CSR refers to Affordable prices Our essay writing service is tailored to fit your budget.
CSR identifies that "doing well" and "doing good" go hand in hand. Increased Output Motivated workers do
not need to be overseen to deliver their best contribution to the company. Any process efficiency gains are a
good example. For example, any corporation that can cut production costs through material efficiency gains
can both improve its bottom line and achieve the socially responsible outcome of reducing environmental
impact. The lack of consensus on the meaning of CSR proves problematic, however, when measuring and
comparing corporate social performance CSP. However, it is a perfectly reasonable conclusion that given the
right conditions, socially responsible corporations can exist. Education can also be encouraged by taking in
interns and trainees and giving them an opportunity to learn the tricks of the job, which will enable them
compete fairly in the corporate world Crowther and Rayman-Bacchu 


